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A National Child Protection Conference was co-hosted by PeakCare Queensland
Incorporated (PeakCare), the Queensland Aboriginal and Child Protection Peak
(QATSICPP) and the Child and Family Welfare Association of Australia (CAFWAA)
at Rydges, South Bank, Brisbane on 24th and 25th June 2019.
The Conference was promoted as the first in a series of three events held during
Queensland’s BIG WEEK – the second was a Masterclass Workshop led by
Professor Cindy Blackstock hosted by QATSICPP on 26th June and the third, a 2day QATSICPP Members’ Conference held on 27th and 28th June.
This report overviews of findings of a feedback survey of those who attended the
National Child Protection Conference, administered via an on-line Survey
Monkey tool. Of the 360 people who registered for the Conference, 85 – around
24% - responded to the survey.
PeakCare, QATSICPP and CAFWAA thank all who took the time to complete the
survey. Your feedback is valued and will be used to inform our planning of future
events of this type.
Our sincere appreciation is also extended to ALL speakers, presenters and panel
members who contributed to the National Child Protection Conference. We
gratefully acknowledge your dedication and willingness to share your experience,
knowledge and wisdom and applaud the courage it takes to stand before your
peers.
Thank you also to the many organisations that sponsored the National Child
Protection Conference – Anglicare Southern Queensland, ACTCOSS Gulanga
Program, Child Wise, The Benevolent Society, Compass Seminars, Churches of
Christ Care, Commsync, Queensland Department of Child Safety, Youth and
Women, IFYS, Foundations Care, House with No Steps, Infinity Community
Solutions, Mission Australia, Life Without Barriers, Nature Play Qld, yourtown
(Parentline), True Relationships and Reproductive Health, Queensland Foster and
Kinship Care, UnitingCare Community and YCSS Child, Youth and Family
Intervention Service – and thank you to the Queensland businesses that kindly
donated raffle prizes - Australia Zoo, Corpcut, Knowledge Partner Professionals,
Wheel of Brisbane and Five Star Cinemas.
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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE
The Conference Program
In summary, the Conference Program included:

 A Welcome to Country delivered by the Yerongpan
Aboriginal Dancers
 An opening address by Ms Tricia Murray, CAFWAA
President
 Keynote addresses by Mr Stan Grant, a Wiradjuri
man, Indigenous Affairs Editor for the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation, a multi-award winning
current affairs host, author and adventurer; and Mr
Isaiah Dawe, a Butchulla and Gawara Salt Water man
who is the Founder and Chief Executive Officer of I.D.
Know Yourself
 A presentation by internationally renowned speaker,
Professor James Anglin, University of Victoria,
Canada about understanding and responding to pain
and pain-based behaviour with young people in and
from care
 A panel discussion about Bringing a human rights
lens into child protection, youth justice and other
service systems encountered by children and families
led by Ms Aimee McVeigh (McVeigh Law) with the
panel membership comprising Ms Ruth Barson
(Victorian Human Rights Law Centre), Detective Chief
Superintendent Camerson Harsley APM (Queensland
Police Service); Director-General Michael Hogan
(Queensland Department of Child Safety, Youth and
Women) and Commissioner Scott McDougall
(Queensland Human Rights Commission)
 A panel discussion about Responsibilities held by nonIndigenous non-government and government
agencies concerning self-determination by Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples in relation to the
safety, wellbeing and protection of their children led
by Ms Natalie Lewis (QATSICPP and Co-Chair of the
National Family matters Campaign) with the panel
membership comprising Commissioner Phillip
Brooks (Queensland Family and Child Commission),
Mr Isaiah Dawe (I.D. Know Yourself), Professor Boni
Robertson (Griffith University and Co-Chair of the
Queensland First Children and Families Board) and
Mr Richard Weston (National Healing Foundation
and Co-Chair of the National Family Matters
Campaign)
 Around 60 concurrent sessions conducted over the
course of the two days that comprised a mix of
presentations, express podium presentations, panel
discussions and workshops
 An interactive display of the Hope and Healing elearning program, a trauma-informed training
program for Queensland residential care workers

 A Welcome Reception held during the evening of the
first day of the Conference that included a welcoming
address by the Honourable Di Farmer MP, Minister
for Child Safety, Youth and Women and Minister for
the Prevention of Family and Domestic Violence, a
performance by the Brisbane Pride Choir and the
premiere screening of What Lies Beneath the Words
– the Sequel, a short film produced by PeakCare
Of the 60 concurrent sessions, around 30 (50%) were
delivered by representatives of non-government service
providers. Of these, around 50% were from Queenslandbased organisations and the remainder from other
States or Territories (New South Wales - 5; Western
Australia – 4; Victoria - 3; Tasmania – 2; Australian
Capital Territory – 1).
Around 10% of these sessions were delivered by
representatives of community-controlled organisations
(Queensland – 2; Western Australia - 1; Victoria – 1;
Tasmania – 1; Australian Capital Territory – 1). Several
other presentations incorporated Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander speakers reflective of either their
employment within the ‘mainstream’ government or
non-government agency or entity that delivered the
presentation or various partnership arrangements
between mainstream agencies and the communitycontrolled sector.
Queensland Government departments represented by
speakers at the Conference included Queensland Health
(4), Child Safety, Youth and Women (3) and Youth Justice
(1). In some instances, these included multi-agency
presentations (e.g. Queensland Health, Child Safety,
Youth and Women and Brisbane Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Health Service; Primary Health Networks
and Gidgee Aboriginal Medical Service).
Other entities established by the Queensland
Government represented by speakers were the First
Children and Families Board and the Truth, Healing and
Reconciliation Taskforce which included a presentation
by Mr Robert (Bob) Atkinson AO APM who was one of
the six Commissioners of the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse and now
serves as Chair of the Taskforce.
Organisations involved in representing parents, carers
and children and young people with a lived experience of
the child protection system that presented at the
Conference included the CREATE Foundation, SE QLD
Family Inclusion Network (FIN), Parents on a Mission and
Australian Foster Care Association with several other
organisations similarly involving parents, carers and
young people in the delivery of their presentations.
Universities, institutes and research centres represented
by speakers during the Conference included Griffith
University (2), University of Melbourne (2), University of
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New England, Institute of Child Protection Studies, and
Child and Family Intervention and Research Centre,
some of whom delivered these presentations with nongovernment agency partners.
Other entities represented by speakers included an
industry body, practitioner associations, private training
and consultancy services, national advocacy and

education groups, and organisers of national campaigns
including Family Matters, Every Child and Home Stretch.
A detailed Conference Program was posted on
PeakCare’s website several weeks prior to the
Conference and was regularly updated in the lead-up to
the event.

Conference attendance
Of the 360 persons who registered for the Conference,
47 (13%) were involved in delivering presentations (i.e.
not all speakers and panel members registered and
attended other parts of the Conference) and the
remaining 313 (83%) were not involved in delivering
presentations.
Government employees comprised 39 (11%) of the
attendees and the remaining 321 (89%) were from the
non-government sector.
224 (62%) were employed by member organisations of
national or state child protection peak bodies or
affiliated with similar organisations in various states; 98
(27%) were employed by non-member organisations;
and 38 (11%) were students, foster carers or kinship
carers.

The number of persons who attended from various
Australian states and territories and other countries is as
follows:
 Queensland – 303 (84.2%)
 New South Wales – 12 (3.3%)
 Victoria – 11 (3.1%)
 South Australia – 10 (2.8%)
 Northern Territory – 8 (2.2%)
 Western Australia – 6 (1.7%)
 Tasmania – 6 (1.7%)
 New Zealand – 1 (0.3%)
 Canada – 1 (0.3%)

THE SURVEY FINDINGS
How did you find out about the Conference?
48.24% of the survey respondents identified PeakCare’s
eNews, a weekly electronic newsletter (28.24%) or
PeakCare emails advertising the event (20%) as the
source of finding out about the Conference.
29.4% of respondents found out about the Conference
from internal organisational/ office memos or emails;
16.47% from a colleague; 15.29% from staff meetings or

advice from their manager; 11.76% from newsletters or
other electronic communications by other peak bodies
or similar organisations in Queensland or elsewhere;
2.35% from regional or local networks; 1.18% from
organisations’ ‘intranet’ or similar; and 3.53% from other
sources.
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How would you rate the strategies used to promote the Conference?
49.42% of the survey respondents rated the strategies
used to promote the Conference as either excellent
(21.18%) or very good (28.24%).

40% rated the strategies as good and 10.59% rated them
as either average (9.41%) or below average (1.18%).
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Very good

Comments made by respondents included:
 Many people didn’t know it was on, but I’m so glad
my work registered me to go
 Conference was not widely known about in the
Northern Territory

Good

Average

Below average

 It appeared to not have been well promoted within
the (Queensland) Child Safety Service Centres
amongst Child Safety staff as my colleagues with
whom I co-locate at a Child Safety Service Centre
were not aware of the conference
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How would you rate the keynote addresses (i.e. the keynote addresses delivered by Mr
Stan Grant and Mr Isaiah Dawe)?
A majority of respondents (90.48%) rated the keynote
addresses as either excellent (77.38%) or very good
(13.10%).

4.76% of respondents indicated that they did not attend
the keynote addresses and one respondent ‘skipped’ this
question.

3.57% rated the keynote addresses as good and 1.9%
rated them as average (9.41%).
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Comments made by the respondents in respect of the
addresses delivered by both Mr Grant and Mr Dawe
included:

 The key note speakers were inspirational … really
inspired the passion in the audience. It was valuable
content that evoked critical thinking and larger
organisational planning to improve practices and
better outcomes for the young people in our care
 The keynote addresses were both amazing. So
passionate and authentic. Very moving…
 Both very inspiring and gave hope for the future
 Good to see Stan and Isaiah made it through and that
they are rubbing shoulders, hope they continue to
influence people in the circles they walk in with
regards to the battle people (both Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal) are still having
 Both Stan and Isaiah were empowering in their
discussions and I think their messages were true and
applicable for both indigenous and non-indigenous
young people
 I take my hat off to Isaiah Dawe and Stan Grant - the
way they spoke really moved me

Average

Below average Not attended

 Key note addresses were EXCELLENT! I was saddened
by the number of workers in the audience shocked by
the stories of these men, not realising that these
stories are real stories of Aboriginal people still living
these today
 Thoroughly enjoyed both keynote addresses. Very
inspirational. I hope they make their way to SA.
Loved it
 I hope to hear them again, and again. Inspiring
stories where Aboriginal men have faced adversity
but will not allow this to shape their future
 Truly inspirational! Outstanding keynote addresses…
highlight of the conference; very inspiring;
inspirational and engaging; inspiring, honest and full
of wisdom; absolutely amazing! Great people to
speak at the event
Specifically in relation to the address by Mr Grant,
comments included:
 … spoke brilliantly to his audience and set a
thoughtful frame for the conference
 …excellent. I really enjoyed listening to him and his
story
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 Stan’s keynote influenced a safety plan completed
days after the conference. An excellent testimonial
 Stan Grant told his story and it's a credit to him that
he reached his heights considering he came from a
low socioeconomic background, and felt the fear of
the system that may have in some cases impeded his
progress. I believe that having a strong attachment
with his family supported him to succeed in whatever
endeavour he put his mind to. By all accounts he
wasn't abused and the need to be removed from his
family to protect him wasn't necessary, so I'm not
sure what his point was?
Specifically in relation to the address by Mr Dawe,
comments included:
 … the most passionate and positive voice at the
Conference. He is inspirational! Thank you for
bringing him
 Isaiah was particularly inspiring - hope he gets up to
Qld in the near future!
 … really good speaker and presenter; good to hear his
story
 Lived experience combined with a passion always
translate well in presentations irrespective of a
person's communication skills, tertiary qualifications,
academic level etc.
 Isaiah’s views appeared somewhat unrealistic and
one sided however it was fantastic to hear a success
story
 Would like to see Mr Isaiah Dawe's ID Know Yourself
program here in Queensland for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander young people
 Stan Grant was great. I did not attend Isaiah's
presentation, however was advised that it would not
rate highly

Other comments included:
 Both key note speakers certainly gave us much food
for thought and Isaiah's energy and positive spin on
life and the opportunities available to himself and
other young people was refreshing to hear. My only
issue was that it isn’t only Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander people who are marginalised and there
are many of us myself included who have experienced
child abuse, homelessness and domestic and family
violence. So on one hand I felt inspired but on another
I felt like my experiences were worthless, despite
them supporting me to be the practitioner that I am
in the field that I work (and no I do not and have
never told anyone of my experiences publicly)
 These were the highlight of the Conference. Stan is
such a polished speaker but also speaking from the
heart. Isaiah was a breath of fresh air, and just loved
his enthusiasm. Love to see someone who has been
through the Child Protection system and also
Aboriginal doing something positive and not just
sitting around complaining
 I think there should be a back-up plan for late arrivals,
the Q&A with the audience wasn't very engaging and
it was hard to hear - it needed to be facilitated if an
off-the-cuff Q&A is done
 It could have been good to have had one keynote
presenting some leading research in the area
 The conference was advertised as a national
conference. Your keynote speakers were interesting
but not what I expected from an event promoted as a
national event - normally keynote speakers would be
academics etc.

How would you rate the panel discussions?
A majority of respondents (63.53%) rated the panel
discussions as either excellent (28.24%) or very good
(35.29%).
10.59% rated the panel discussions as good.

20.00% rated the panel discussions as either average
(15.29%) or below average (4.71%).
5.88% of respondents indicated that they did not attend
the panel discussions.
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Comments made by the respondents in respect of both
panel discussions included:

 A highlight of the conference; excellent
 These are very important discussions - particularly
with the new Human Rights Act and its potential to
ensure that services are human rights compliant. We
all need to be more than aware of the challenges for
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
and what we all need to contribute
 Panel discussions both very respectful but truthful
and hard hitting
 The panel discussions were really thought provoking,
it encouraged a perspective change from the historic
point of learning
 Highlight of conference, highly informative and
challenging of current practice
 Broad range of views - well facilitated to bring the
best out of the participants
 First 15 minutes was great but then just became
boring
 Too long
 Whilst panel discussions can be valuable, I don't feel
either panel offered any news of difference that
hasn't already been voiced
 I didn't feel either greatly added value to my work
 Did not feel these were beneficial and they were hard
to follow, sit and listen to
Specifically in relation to the panel about Bringing a
human rights lens into child protection, youth justice and
service systems encountered by children and families,
comments included:

Average

Below average Not attended

 The Human Rights panel discussion was a little more
informative
 Good
Specifically in relation to the panel about The
responsibilities held by non-Indigenous non-government
and government agencies concerning self-determination
by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in
relation to the safety, wellbeing and protection of their
children, comments included:
 I think the issues being raised by those participating
members were truth!
 The content really articulated the impact for the
Aboriginal peoples as a result of not been actively
included in their futures and offered a solution for
change. From a NFP organisation who relies heavily
on community resources to impact the lives of our
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander young people it
would be hugely beneficial to see movement in the
expansion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander run
programs that can be utilized for children in care,
currently this space is limited which can be
challenging for direct care workers to promote culture
and identity
 Listening to Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander
people's solutions is the way forward
 Very interesting
 I found the second panel discussion felt a bit avoidant
of the actual topic, in regards to government
agencies, there was great input from Indigenous
people; however not much input from the 'top'
 How can we talk about this if Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander is not recognised in the Constitution
and National Anthem
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 I believe that the panel had good comments and
feedback but it would have been nice to have a
shared response from those on the floor as well
 I was disappointed that non Aboriginal people who
have dedicated significant period of their lives to
supporting young people and families (and not acting
in a way that was reminiscent of past atrocities) was
not recognised. There was also some Child Safety
shaming which (having worked in Child Safety for half
of my life and not currently) was quite distressing to
hear and made me wonder if it was time to hang up
my boots altogether
 Much of what the panel discussed was insulting to me
as a worker in the Child Protection industry. I'm in
the business of supporting carers and children after
the child has experienced abuse i.e. neglect, sexual

abuse, emotional and physical abuse. To suggest that
the industry holds responsibility for the action of
parents because of historical context is not
acceptable to me. I completely support Indigenous
people to determine their own fate, and what
happens to their children, however as a person who
works in the industry, my role is supporting children
who have been abused (regardless of their race,
culture and religion). People who allow themselves
to remain in the victim mindset, will remain in that
mindset and I can't help feeling that their (sic.) are
elements of society (particularly lawyers and
socialists) who promote the idea of being a victim.
What should be being taught is that you can be a
victim, however you don't have to remain a victim

How would you rate the concurrent sessions delivered over the two days of the
Conference?
50.59% of the survey respondents rated the concurrent
sessions as either excellent (12.94%) or very good
(37.65%).
25.88% rated the concurrent sessions as good.

22.35% rated them as either average (15.29%) or below
average (7.06%).
1.18% of the respondents indicated that they had not
attended the concurrent sessions.
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Comments entered by the survey respondents included:
 Excellent and diverse range of presentations to
attend, I wish there were an extra day to attend them
all
 Couldn't be faulted
 Loved hearing from lived experience

Average

Below average Not attended

 The conference extended my knowledge about
programs and I’m thankful
 Enjoyed having the opportunity to choose which
session I attended
 I thought the schedule was well organised
 The sessions I attended on the first day were well
worth it. Presenters were prepared and engaging. I
felt I had the chance to hear about some current
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Australian research relevant to my work. It would
have been good for the session facilitator to
encourage some questions and discussion at the end
of each presentation
The diverse nature of the topic matters with regards
to appealing to varying audiences ensured some level
of relevancy. It was unfortunate that many presenters
were limited in time and subsequently not able to
present their full presentations
They were kept to time which was good and an
interesting mix of ideas
Some were excellent and some below average
Some sessions were better than others. I felt that
some people should have been given more time to
speak (e.g. Howard Bath) and while others had too
much time for something that wasn't particularly
innovative. I also felt that for a national conference, it
had too great a focus on Queensland
I felt the sessions were mostly Queensland based and
not nationally relevant
Some were hit and miss. I found more value in the
talks on the first day of the conference. Some I really
looked forward to disappointed me - didn't translate
greatly into the everyday work I do
For me they were hit and miss. Some of the sessions
were great to listen to and I got a lot out of these
sessions. Then on the other hand, some were not
what I expected them to be and I lost interest
Half of the sessions were about the good work of
organisations and services around the nation; the
other half were about the damning statistics of
children staying in the child protection system and the
improvements that need to be made
The sessions were okay from an information
perspective on what others are doing in the industry. I
would have liked to have been able to go to some
sessions with some take-aways or learnings that I
could try to implement in my agency/work (more a
learning and development type environment)
Good awareness and sharing and understanding
what organisations are doing in service delivery but
would have preferred more tools in how to develop
the practice, workshop as opposed to a power point
presentation
Would have preferred some of the sessions to be
longer and more in-depth. Felt like they were just a






















brief overview rather than an opportunity to learn
more about program logic, outcomes, etc.
They were very policy focussed, often with internal
organisational bents. I think it would have been great
to have some case studies or first-hand client stories
This conference was for Foster Carers, but the
relevant content was minimal
Perhaps more content in the agenda would have
provided clearer session planning for attendees to
maximize their participation
I really enjoyed the Indigenous focus - I did find some
sessions to be a bit dry and was hoping for some
more innovative discussions
Very focussed on Indigenous clients. No focus on
working with parents so not much use to me as I work
in family intervention
The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander concurrent
sessions were disappointing and a missed opportunity
to deep dive in to the most important issues and
challenges that the sector faces
We felt it should have been advertised as an
Aboriginal Child Protection Conference as the
program was very heavily focussed on this. I do
understand they are mis-proportionally (sic) in care
but there are also many other children in care
Given the cost of the conference I expected more
experts in the field present as well as the delivery of
new knowledge and research in the field. I didn't have
any take home messages other than nothing has
changed
Unfortunately the sessions presented were not
providing anything new to professionals who have
been in this field for a while. It would have been good,
and expected given the cost of the conference, for
presenters to be sourced who are world renowned
experts in their field and can provide up to date
research and evidence of work with families involved
with the child protection system, both indigenous and
non-indigenous
Was very disappointed by a lot of the presentations.
Felt I came away with nothing really to use, other
than the key speakers and the speaker from Canada
Very poor. Really disappointed. More like advertising
than any information. Didn't learn anything. Waste of
my time

How would you rate the Welcome Reception held at the end of the first day of the
Conference?
48.81% of the survey respondents indicated that they
did not attend the Welcome Reception held at the end
of the first day of the Conference.

36.91% rated the Welcome Reception as excellent
(19.05%) or very good (17.86%). 8.33% rated it as good
and 5.95% rated it as average. One survey respondent
‘skipped’ this question.
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It is noted that comments entered by some respondents
suggest that they may have understood this question as
referring to the Welcome to Country held at the

commencement of the first day of the Conference rather
than the Welcome Reception held at the end of the day.
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Comments entered by the survey respondents included:
 Best Welcome to Country I’ve ever experienced. I
have lived in Brisbane my whole life and have never
felt so connected to the land. Very powerful
 I really enjoyed the Aboriginal dancers and the stories
and gained a lot of knowledge about the clans from
the Brisbane and surrounding areas
 The welcome reception was exceptional
 Amazing, I enjoyed every minute
 The performance was amazing
 The welcome reception fell a little flat for me (I was
tired!) and I wish it could have been combined with
hearing the choir. Also the filmed segment of the
young people talking about acronyms was great but
the sound was not very clear
 … felt poorly organised … would have been better to
have allowed for some mingling and nibbles before all

Average

Below average Not attended

the presentations. The presentations also felt like too
many after a long day of sessions
 … would have been good to go straight into social
aspect and spread entertainment throughout the
night; a little long
 I was disappointed that our National Anthem wasn't
played. Why not? Is it because many Aboriginal
people do not acknowledge it. Once again the
Conference pandered to one group only
 There was no mention of the good work done by
workers in the industry, rather they were vilified and
if Child Safety workers and others from the Industry
are hauled in front of the Qld Human Rights
Commission, there'll be a mass exodus of workers
from this industry. It appeared to me that the
Industry was been given a warning and that concerns
me. Equating contemporary child protection workers
with bureaucrats from 'The Stolen Generation' is not
cool.

How would you rate the level of improvement to your knowledge obtained from your
attendance at the Conference?
35.72% of the survey respondents rated the level of
improvement to their knowledge obtained from their
attendance at the Conference as either very high
(13.10%) or high (22.62%).

54.76% rated it as moderate to high (28.57%) or
moderate (26.19%), and 9.52% rated it as low.
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Comments entered by the survey respondents included:
 I have been out of the child protection space for a few
years so the conference was a great opportunity to
get back into things and hear of new and ongoing
research/programs
 It depended on the issue - some things I know more
about - but always good to have time to reflect in any
event
 Hard to accommodate the range of knowledge
 Most information was a review of pre-existing
knowledge however was valuable in reminding me to
revisit some knowledge and skill sets that had not
been utilised in more recent practice, or to reframe
their utility
 I believe hearing from people with lived experiences
certainly re affirms some of the challenges for
professionals in the business – i.e. how to be
supportive, compassionate and kind, whilst also
having to take on role of protector of children, when
parents are struggling to do this. One thought for a
future conference might be to have someone who
could present their life story - and then hand over to a
multi-disciplinary panel to consider what could have
been done differently as so often, blame falls to child
protection practitioners (when in fact mental health
and other services may have been able to contribute).
 Some of the presentations provided new information
on better practice e.g. Stephen Lund from WA talked














Moderate

Low

about a 'Hub Carer' and this idea resonated for me
relative to our service and how foster carers can be
better supported. There was conflicting stats
between some presentations and it made me wonder
where and how stats are being gathered
There were a lot of similar sessions and it would have
been good to receive session information prior to the
conference to be able to map the sessions better
… if you are putting on a Conference there needs to
be a higher number of quality speakers… Felt the
conference was too focussed on Aboriginal families
and Foster Care. There needed to be more on new
strategies and speakers from other Child Protection
areas where they have made progress
Not a lot directed at Foster Carers
Not much to feed back to colleagues. No real
information presented in a lot of presentations, more
focus was on how they done (sic.) the research rather
than the findings
I didn't really learn anything new
I gained little new information and did not feel the
presentations represented new knowledge or
research in the field of child protection. Services
presenting on their programs is not helpful when
most NGO's are restricted by funding and service
agreements
I didn't find anything 'new' in the sessions I attended
Terrible. Very disappointing
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How would you rate the effectiveness of the Conference in promoting new or improved
approaches you may now further pursue in your work?
35.72% of the survey respondents rated the
effectiveness of the Conference in promoting new or
improved approaches that could be pursued in their
work as either very high (14.29%) or high (21.43%).

53.57% rated it as moderate to high (23.81%) or
moderate (29.76%), and 10.71% rated it as low.
One survey respondent ‘skipped’ this question.
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Comments entered by the survey respondents included:
 A number of sessions were focused on 'marketing' a
current service rather than exploring improved
approaches or strategies to improve lives of young
people in care
 My response to this question is tempered by the fact
that the sessions I attended were more knowledge
based (linked to research) not focussed on promoting
a new approach to try
 No new approaches learnt. Only programs from other
states introduced which aren't relevant

Moderate

Low

 The only person that was really innovative was Dr
James Anglin and I will be looking up his resources
 I feel that there could have been a greater emphasis
on innovation in the conference
 I felt the conference used itself as a platform for
promoting the newly formed Queensland Human
Rights Commission, and not enough about what's
working well in the industry. In fact I didn't identify
any feedback from presenters or guest speakers that
gave the industry some credit for PROTECTING
CHILDREN

How would you rate the overall organisation and running of the Conference?
60.00% of the survey respondents rated the overall
organisation and running of the Conference as either
excellent (29.41%) or very good (30.59%).

24.71% rated it as good (24.71%), and 15.29% rated it as
either average (12.94%) or below average (2.35%).
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Comments entered by the survey respondents included:
 PeakCare staff did a marvellous job in dealing in a
friendly way with 400 delegates on the first day
 PeakCare did a great job of getting things organised,
having things run on time, venues that generally
catered well for presenters and audience, well-chosen
guest speakers overall and the food was great! Well
done to all who contributed
 Conference was appropriately managed overall
 Venue was great, facilitation and time keeping also
great
 I love everything to run on time, to be efficient and
organised, and believe the conference met this
 There were some time keeping issues on the last day
 Timekeeping could be improved
 Session timings on the first day made it virtually
impossible to move rooms after single presentations
 It would have been helpful if the concurrent sessions
could have had the same start and finish times, it was

Good

Average

Below average

very hard to move between sessions. There also
appeared to be a lot of technical difficulties where
presenters didn't know what they were doing and
assistance was not immediate. Some sessions there
was not enough seating
 A lot of disruption with people coming into the rooms
before the existing session ended
 The sessions were often too short and too closely next
to one another. It made it difficult to hear adequately
what people were presenting
 Too many IT problems
 Some technical difficulties with powerpoint
presentations/sound issues, which delayed the
commencement of some sessions
 It would have been good to have video coverage on
the screens of the presenters, some were very hard to
see especially when in the big room
 The venue was not user friendly and the catering was
not appetising

How would you rate the venue and catering?
63.28% of the survey respondents rated the venue and
catering as either excellent (29.76%) or very good
(34.52%).

20.24% rated it as good, and 15.47% rated it as either
average (10.71%) or below average (4.76%).
One survey respondent ‘skipped’ this question.
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Comments entered by the survey respondents included:
 Venue was good and staff were great
 The catering was excellent
 Ridges to be congratulated on their staff's
professional approach, there were ample staff to
assist, the food was great, the venue is beautiful and
in a great location
 With the exception of a room on level 12… the venue
itself was impeccable, with more than adequate
bathroom facilities, plenty of space to sit during
breaks, several areas to access catering so as to
minimise lines, and adequate seating
 Sound was great; location was great. The only issue I
had was navigating between the rooms in between
sessions. It felt disruptive to the room each time
there was a change of speaker
 Catering was adequate, though more variety would
have been appreciated
 … let down by only having one coffee station for 400
people and almost hiding the 'special diet' food
 … did not cater to specific dietary needs; very high in
fat and sugar
 The venue is a tricky one… lot of people to have in the
small space in breaks, particularly in wet/cold
weather. Once the large room was divided it was not
great to have to enter through the 'front' of the
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presentation and also to be looking towards the
screen without the outdoors behind, there was an
issue with glare
I found the venue convenient to get to and for
conference sessions, I found there was adequate
space….However I found that the catering wasn't
always well set up for the large numbers…The
women's toilets aren't well designed for large
numbers of people - although I recognise this isn't
something conference organisers necessarily have
control over
Venue was good enough, if a bit hard to see/hear
from certain aspects, but catering was terrible. As a
vegetarian, the options were very poor…
Food was pretty ordinary, and didn't really cater for
the diet needs very well
Venue was small. Not enough seats for everyone...
rooms were tiny... and set up was poor. Should of
(sic.) been tables and discussion. Lacked engaging
content
Presenters stood by the doorways and people came in
and out. We could hear other presenters in the next
room. The lights dimmed at one stage. No-ones
technology (clips) worked so that threw most
presenters. Really poor actually
It would have been beneficial to have IT on hand to
support presenters with glitches

How would you rate the Conference overall?
62.36% of the survey respondents rated the Conference
overall as either excellent (24.71%) or very good
(37.65%).

20% rated it as good, and 17.64% rated it as either
average (15.29%) or below average (2.35%).
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Comments entered by the survey respondents included:
 It was such a bonus having the additional Cindy
Blackstock masterclass as well as Professor James
Anglin - what a coup! Also loved seeing Aunty Boni
Robertson even though what she had to tell us is
distressing and difficult - she is an important voice
and I'm very glad you included her
 I felt that it was misleading advertising the
conference as a ‘National Child Protection
Conference’. In actual fact it was a national
conference for PeakCare, rather than an actual
national conference. I did feel rather duped!
 I felt as though it was mainly speakers and attendees
from Queensland, not national
 Did not meet my expectation
 I've been to this conference in other states and got
more out of it. Based on this year’s it would be hard
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Below average

to convince my organization to pay for a registration
in the future
 Aside from the keynote speakers, panels and the
Indigenous dancers/storytellers it was below average
 Given the intense nature of the day with regards to
packing a lot of content in to a short amount of time,
it is important that those who are presenting are able
to engage their audience, something that should be
given consideration when reviewing and accepting
applications for presenters. Knowledge and
academic/ research expertise and/or front-line
experience does not automatically translate to
engaging facilitation and presentation delivery
 Too much emphasis on the Queensland Human Rights
Commission and Indigenous history, and not enough
on the current general strengths and needs of the
industry

What did you like most about the Conference?
25 survey respondents identified the addresses by the
keynote speakers as what they most liked about the
Conference. Sample comments included:





… the way they spoke really moved me
Isaiah Dawe’s energy was lovely to see and hear
… absolutely amazing
… both speakers inspiring

Around 20 survey respondents commented positively on
the panel-discussion about The responsibilities held by
non-Indigenous non-government and government
agencies concerning self-determination by Aboriginal

and Torres Strait Islander peoples in relation to the
safety, wellbeing and protection of their children, other
presenters from the community-controlled sector and
their participation in the Conference. Sample comments
about what was most liked about the Conference
included:
 Hearing about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
support programs
 Hearing from wonderful leaders such as Boni
Robertson, Stan Grant, and others
 Privileging the voice, experience and wisdom of our
Aboriginal and Torres Islander people
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 The leadership, courage and wisdom demonstrated
by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander speakers
 … the focus on improving outcomes for Aboriginal
and Islander children and families
 The words of encouragement from Elders and the
panel to be a strong voice
 Indigenous focus and voice
 Speakers were great particularly Aboriginal ones
 The focus on Aboriginal people and child protection
 Networking and seeing our mob working tiredly hard
to make a difference in child protection in our
communities
 The way it provided opportunities for First Nations
and non-Indigenous practitioners to share practice,
network and create better understandings
 The ability to network with other members of all
organisations. Even the staff who did not agree with
the non- Aboriginal points of view
Around 10 survey respondents described the Welcome
to Country as one of the highlights of the Conference:
 … wonderful and focused us beautifully for the
keynote speaker on the first day
 very informative
 … absolutely amazing
 The Welcome to Country was the best part
The panel-discussion about Bringing a human rights lens
into child protection, youth justice and service systems
encountered by children and families was identified as a
highlight of the Conference by 4 survey respondents:
 The human rights panel was excellent
 Learning about the Human Rights Act was one of the
highlights
Other presentations identified by respondents as
constituting what they most liked about the Conference
included:
 Dr James Anglin gave one of the best talks I have ever
seen
 Professor Claire Tilbury's presentation on the problem
with diversion in child protection
 … the session on family inclusion was really excellent
and the one on supporting mothers in prison and
after to stay connected with their children - fantastic!
 The speakers who presented on child safe
organisations
 I really enjoyed people like Professor Daryl Higgins
and Aaron Maher… should be your keynote speakers
 Carer constellations - Mockingbird families
 … enjoyed the focus on highlighting what has worked
well when done differently (e.g. OzChild)

Several respondents positively commented on the
involvement of young people, parents and carers during
the Conference:
 Hearing from all the women and parents with lived
experience of the child safety system
 The participation by young people and parents
 Listening to real stories by the people who are carers
or who were in care
 Appreciated the inclusiveness of the conference
having former children in care and parents/carers as
speakers amongst other presenters
Other matters commented on as Conference highlights
included:
 The focus on the impacts of trauma
 Focus on new and innovative; affirming our practices
 Broad choice of sessions, excellent keynote speakers
and panel discussions
 The diversity in the topics that were covered; variety
of stakeholders
 The range of information being presented and broad
range of attendees; diverse speakers; variety of
presentations and networking opportunities
 … some new knowledge gained for improved practice
 Different sessions on at multiple times; the
opportunity to have a choice as to which session I
attended.
 … the ability to network with other members of all
organisations; networking opportunities
 The reception - made some excellent connections; the
conference drinks/food on Monday night was a nice
way to interact with everyone afterwards
 Presentations, venue, food
 The conference was inspiring. Helped to learn about
programs that work and people’s passions, workers
also need support to stay well in their job
 The opportunity to see what the sector is doing, what
programs are being supported and how they are
being received in the community
 There were some good, interesting sessions that I got
a lot out of
 Having organisations come together to talk about
their projects and strategies that are working for
them
 I liked all the speakers I went to but one. I believe if
you learn one thing from training then it’s worthwhile
and I have a lot of reflective material
 The community feel of the venue, the hosts/MC,
PeakCare staff, balcony + matched with the high
calibre of speakers
 Colleagiate nature of the gathering
 … reassuring to be part of a large community of
passionate community services providers all driven by
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similar purpose to bring about positive change in a
broken system.

 Centrally located, well organised.
 It was in Brisbane!

The Conference could have been better if...
Several survey respondents commented on the content
presented at the Conference. The Conference could have
been better if:
 (There was more) recognition of the strengths of the
industry and recognition of workers who keep
children safe
 There were more takeaways relevant to my work
 There was more specific and in depth strategies,
detail and case examples applicable for workers in
the field
 There was more relevant content for Foster Parents
 There was debate, feedback, discussions on topics like
what does define good enough and safe enough
parenting. So there can be state and national
standards. Other topics like what happens when
government systems like child safety do not follow
the new legislation for Indigenous families. Is there a
body / commissioner like the new human rights
commissioner
that
the
parents,
workers,
organisations can go to?
 Everyone was on the same page. Yes it is about the
children and what is in the best interest of the
children. Sometimes that is to be reunited with the
family and yes that does not sit well with Child Safety
and the workers
 More sessions focussed on highlighting current
practices in the sector and strategic learning for
improving the lives of children in care
 There was more focus on the future and better ways
to practice what we currently do, instead of blame
 There were more solutions-focused and researchbased sessions
 There were more innovative, new ideas
Some survey respondents commented on the
Conference being too focussed on Queensland and the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community. The
Conference could have been better if:
 It wasn’t advertised as a national conference when in
actual fact it was a conference for a specific
organisation
 It focused on child protection as a national theme, not
predominantly Queensland based and utilised
experienced national and international speakers.
 It was aimed more at a NATIONAL level and not
aimed primarily at QUEENSLAND
 There was more inclusiveness. Be good if we gauge
how other countries are dealing with child protection
e.g. New Zealand
 It was inclusive of all races and cultures, rather than
focusing on one culture

 It seemed to be focused on the ATSI community but
was not advertised as such. While there is no denying
this cohort is overrepresented in the sector they are
by no means the only client group we work with
Some survey respondents commented on the selection
of speakers. The Conference could have been better if:
 Abstracts were scrutinised more - most were boring
with redundant thesis' based on overseas programs.
Others were quite insular relating to Queensland only
when this was a national child protection event; Some
sessions were very, very basic and there were many
people leaving during the sessions
 The voice of Child Safety was presented. We heard so
much about what the Department isn't doing and
how it continues to fail young people and didn't have
any opportunity to hear about what the Department
IS doing to assist families and young people. Feel that
a blanketed approach was taken in this regard and
would have been good to have balancing information
 (There was opportunity to) hear a lived experience
from a Child Safety Office or the like that talks to the
challenges and highlights of their career including
what they have learned along the way. We need to
stop the child protection/child welfare/child safety
shaming
 Renowned presenters had been brought in from
interstate or overseas. More engaging content. Never
would I expect to go to a session and have a speaker
talk directly from a piece of paper the whole time. I
was embarrassed
 There were better speakers with new ideas. The
whole child protection area is floundering and needed
to hear new innovative ideas from experts
One respondent presented a different view:
 It's not always the people with all the letters and
titles before their name or people that have been
around for ages that have the best views. Maybe a
few more people from the floor could offer a fresher
different view
Several survey respondents commented on the format,
length and scheduling of the Conference sessions. The
Conference could have been better if:
 There were more panel discussions around certain
issues such as youth incarceration, after care services
etc.
 There were more workshop style breakouts, more
masterclass style talks and more client stories; more
options for the audience to participate (workshops);
more interactive and lengthier workshops; more
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interactive discussions and conversations within the
workshops just to get a wider perspective of what is
occurring in different organisations
There were maybe less sessions - quite a few sessions
on at the same time that I wanted to attend and had
to choose between. Sometimes it was hard to work
out from the brief synopsis which sessions would have
been more benefit to me than others; Many times I
was disappointed at having to choose between two
concurrent sessions when I wanted to attend both;
Less talks happening at once
There were longer concurrent sessions for more indepth information; Wasn't long enough to really
enjoy the opportunity to draw out more relevant
information. I appreciate it’s about tidbits but it
would be great to get some longer one hour
timeslots; More time to move between sessions;
Some of the time scheduling was not kept in main
and breakout sessions. Thought it would have added
value if these had been (although understood some
circumstances could not have been avoided)
More opportunity for yarning circles and discussions
after presentations
There were more opportunities for discussion with
attending policy makers about real services issues at
the coal face
The focus of content was more practice heavy than
theory / research in the context of applicability in the
workplace for attendees, access to resources (e.g.
powerpoints) ahead of time to reduce note taking /

photo taking on phones, and incorporation of an expo
like environment with representatives from relevant
organisations and services on hand during an
allocated time with resources and availability to liaise
/ communicate
Some survey respondents commented on the venue,
technology and other facilities. The Conference could
have been better if:
 There was a different venue, better facilities; different
venue/catering; Damper was on the menu; Rooms
were not so cold; Different venue with the technology
working
 Technology was reviewed prior to the day
 Clear signs were placed on rooms as to what sessions
were being held. Better time management
 Individuals were not permitted to bring laptops into
the discussion forums… could not hear due to multiple
individuals sitting in the back of the room typing
loudly
One survey respondent commented that the Conference
could have been better if:

 I’d won the raffle! (It was great: well done!)
Another had a different view and commented that the
Conference could have better if:
 We didn't have the raffles: not sure it's really great to
do it at this sort of event

Other comments
Comments entered by the survey respondents included:
 I feel privileged to have had the opportunity to attend
- I felt this conference had a greater impact on how I
think about child protection differently than any other
conference I've attended. Well done
 Terrific conference with great presenters. First
Nations people and bodies highly represented and
rightly so. These voices will close the gap created by
dominant western child protection systems. As a
white child protection practitioner I felt privileged to
listen about the good work being done. Thanks very
much
 Excellent forum that covered a diverse range of topics
extremely well
 A lot of child safety workers are still working on out
dated ideas and models and need cultural safety
training still today
 This conference was a great example of community
effort and goodwill producing very high quality
without all the bells and whistles that profit driven
conference organisers use. It felt like it was genuinely















community generated and beneficial - I hope this
becomes a regular event perhaps every 2 years?
Congratulations to all involved!
Thanks to everyone at PeakCare for their hard work in
pulling this together - a lot of work!
Well done, organisers
Really enjoyable and inspiring
Thank you for showcasing the great work
A valuable experience I would not have missed
Loved it, will attend again!
Will be coming back
Excellent overall, thanks
Thank you for the hard work it would have taken to
coordinate the training
It was a pleasure to be part of such a positive
experience and I look forward to attending again next
year. Well done
… an amazing job at putting this conference together!
Given the brevity of the Child Protection Industry a
great job was done by all involved to attempt to
accommodate the varying interests, knowledge and
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skill levels, learning styles and attention spans of
attendees whilst also seeking to fulfil the purpose /
goals of the conference
 Not enough talk about righting inequalities at
Government level and too much emphasis on
individual responsibilities. Still missing the point and
opportunity to challenge Government policies that do
not address children’s rights in Australia
 Appreciate all the hard work that has gone into this
Conference but probably would not attend again
unless I could see a huge improvement. Quite a few
staff went from our agency and with accommodation
and extra meals it was quite expensive

 There was (sic.) statements such as 'there'll be
significant and wide sweeping changes to the
industry in 2020'. I would have liked to have learned
more about what those changes specifically are, and
what they mean for workers in the child protection
industry. There was way too much lip service skewed
towards one group, and when talking about equality
and inclusiveness, I felt that non Indigenous children
weren't even mentioned
 Overall, a bit disappointing
 Would not recommend. Waste of time and money
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